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The BAR Institute was established in 2015 by Alex Martenstyn,
with colleagues and mentors, as a performance-focused intensive
workshop to develop musicians for hip-hop, a rapidly developing genre
in live music performance. Various issues in accessibility as well as
distilling quality music education for today’s industry quickly took
precedent as the primary focus. The BAR Institute is blurring the lines
between community music programs, elite education, and elite
mentorship with accessibility as the primary objective.

The official programming launched in January 2017 with their
highly accessible Community Curriculum (CC) program running drop-in
style 50 weeks a year. With regular participants from Brampton to
Aurora and Richmond Hill (also creating a buzz in Montreal and NYC),
some are actively performing at a professional level with international
acclaim while others have completed Bachelor’s degrees in music
performance. Regardless of prior experience levels, all participants have
been surprised at the homogenous point of entry and humbling
experience of mastery required to progress through the BAR Institute
program.

This program is for ALL live musicians, rappers, emcees,
singers, producers, engineers, and even hobbyists looking to learn a
set of fundamental skills for the preservation of cultural awareness
prevalent in music innovation. The BAR has garnered participants from
all of these disciplines from various ethnic and economic backgrounds.
This program is also largely about artists giving back to the community
with an energy share opportunity. A new community development
initiative to level the playing field of accessibility to the CC program
offers free admission to participants donating their time to our
partnered charitable establishments.

Sustainability of this program is reliant on donated time from
facilitators, donated facilities and equipment from our base at 876
Studio (May Cafe), and the dedication and voluntary contributions from
our devoted participants.

-- BAR
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PRE-REQUISITE: Completion & Facilitation of CC

Level One brings focus to the development of group performance in our
flagship course, Language, delving into course materials practiced in real
time for our first level of immediate finishing. This level sees close to a full
perspective of harmonic classifications bringing application 2nd & 3rd year
post-secondary materials, takes a highly structured approach to a musically
developed ear, and introduces early stages of music technology with
Garageband & Fruity Loops for home recording and beat-making.

Level One "The Player"

The CC program is our accessible introduction curriculum required to enter
our tiered system of elite music education. This lays the foundation for clear
communication of notes & chords, expectations with live gig protocols &
equipment, developing & communicating rhythmic ideas, lyrical rhythmic
considerations, vocal technique & pitch control, and rhythm section
proficiencies for all participants [drums & perc, keys, electric bass, guitars].

Community Curriculum (CC)

Our alumni make us proud with their skills and accomplishments already
amassing within our first year of activity, spreading the word of our program.
With our facilitators being on the cutting edge of the industry, new and
exciting professional performance opportunities continue to arise. These
opportunities come through the participants themselves, our institute, and
the connections from our facilitators reputations.

Alumni & Opportunity

Our facilitators are all handpicked for specialty skills or developed in-house
by the BAR Institute. Beyond being leaders in the industry, our facilitators
care about the legacy of our school, it's students, and their impact on their
city's cultural development. Our partners are all handpicked for their
reflective missions in increased accessibility for cultural & community
development, international relations, and professional performance bookings.

Facilitators & Partners
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Testimonials

Level Four "The Producer"

PRE-REQUISITE: Completion & Facilitation of Level Two

Level Three dives into Canadian & International business considerations,
VISA applications, grant writing, publishing, label contracts, and more with a
project development in student ensembles. The student ensemble course will
tie in professional performance & arrangements with social media initiatives
as well as a major focus on introducing full recording suite DAWs (digital
audio workspaces) including Pro Tools, Cubase, & Logic.

PRE-REQUISITE: Completion & Facilitation of Level Three

Level Four opens up the gates to studio signal routing chains, analog synth
& MIDI in recording technology, using various outboard recording equipment.
This is all practiced on a long-term project development unit, utilizing all in-
house session musicians and development of a two-year marketing plan.

The BAR Institute has already been making waves in its first year as an
institution for higher learning in a relaxed and practical setting for over 100
attendees. Check out what participants, alumni, facilitators, our partners, and
other international artists and musicians have to say about our program.

Level Three "The Director"

PRE-REQUISITE: Completion & Facilitation of Level One

Level Two moves to individualized mentorship in group arrangements for
voices, strings, and horns sections, allowing participants to take more of a
lead role in ensemble performance decisions. Technology education will
advance to cover cross-platform notation software workflows with teams, as
well as introducing Ableton & Reason as beat-making tools with digital
"in-the-box" plug-ins, recording, and basic MIDI routings for live sequencing.

Level Two "The Arranger"
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